
The performance of the hand is enchanced in several ways.
The hand includes a self-checking system, which provides 
an initial diagnostic after power-up, and systems are
continuously checked also during normal working 
conditions to detect hardware failures. A combination of 
sensor data and grasp success observers allows the quick 
detection of grasping failures, which triggers a reactive 
strategy either to keep the object grasped or to make a new 
grasp attempt due to a failure in the previous one. Finally, a 
manipulation planner was also developed to exploit the 
benefits of the hand, and it is capable of providing 
sequences for manipulation even in cluttered scenes.
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Compliend low cost Antagonis-
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CLASH 
The Compliant Low cost Antagonistic Servo Hand was
developed during the EU H2020 project SOMA, mainly for
applications in commercial food handling, including grasping
fruits and vegetables in logistic scenarios, or harvesting fruits
from a tree. The main feature of the hand is its variable
stiffness, which allows it to change the passive stiffness
between a low value, e.g. to easily adapt to the object or
perform pre-manipulation actions, to a high value that allows
it to apply high fingertip forces of up to 20 N.

When grasping an orange, for instance, the fingers can be
made soft so that they can adapt to the object shape there-
fore increasing the number of contact points with the object.
Afterwards, the fingers increase their stiffness without
increasing the applied forces, in order to safely lift the object
without damaging it. This mechanism is inspired by human
hands, where cocontraction of antagonistic pairs of muscles
leads to an increase of hand stiffness.
The hand is equipped with several sensors. Force and position
sensors in the fingers allow the implementation of compliant
torque-based control. Tactile sensors at the palm enable
detection of contact with the object. Additionally, time of
flight distance sensors in the palm can measure the distance 
to a desired object. Suitable exploitation of such sensors 
allows the hand to be robust to failures, either coming from 
the hand itself or from the grasp execution.

The hand design and its variable stiffness can be exploited for
grasping from highly fragile objects to rigid and heavy ones 
(up to 2kg), using both fingertip and power grasps, and 
achieving success rates of up to 95% in continuous pick and 
place actions.The hand is further equipped with several sen-
sors, such as tactile sensors at the palm and force and position 
sensors in the fingers. Another distance sensor in the palm 
can measure the distance to an object.

The hand is modular and self-contained, therefore it can be 
easily integrated in a robotic arm or even in special robotic 
setups, such as the wheelchair EDAN.

Technical data:

Size: 110 x 60 x 78 mm³

Weight: 640 g

Degrees of fredom: 7

Payload: 20N thumb, 10N fingers

Power Supply: 6-8 V

Joint velocity: 360 °/s

Interface: USB 1kHz

Features: • Linux computer can be 
integrated

• battery powered, if nec-
essary

• 8 tendon force sensors
• tactile sensors in palm
• human inspired tendon 

routing

Maximun payload for spherical and cylindrical objects

Hand resilience heatmap for impact from different directions
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